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Abstract 

Background The recently developed endoscopic full-thickness resection technique requires reliable closure. The 
main closure methods are the purse-string suture (PSS) technique and over-the-scope clip (OTSC) technique; how-
ever, basic data on the closure strength of each technique are lacking. This study was performed to compare the 
closure strengths of these two methods in an ex vivo porcine model.

Methods In the traction test, a virtual 5-cm full-thickness closure line was closed by the following six methods three 
times each: conventional hemoclips, mucosal PSS, seromuscular PSS, mucosal OTSC, seromuscular OTSC, and surgi-
cal suture. The primary endpoint was the tension at the starting point of dehiscence, measured in Newtons (N) by an 
automatic traction machine. In the leak test, a 15-mm gastric full-thickness defect was closed by PSS or OTSC six times 
each, and the closed stomach was then pressurized in a water container. The primary endpoint was the leak pressure 
when air bubbles appeared. The secondary endpoints were the procedure time and presence of complete inverted 
closure.

Results The mean tension was 2.16, 3.68, 5.15, 18.30, 19.30, and 62.40 N for conventional hemoclips, mucosal PSS, 
seromuscular PSS, mucosal OTSC, seromuscular OTSC, and surgical suture, respectively. Complete inverted closure 
was observed for seromuscular PSS, seromuscular OTSC, and surgical suture. The mean leak pressure was 13.7 and 
24.8 mmHg in the PSS and OTSC group, respectively (P < 0.01). The mean procedure time was 541 and 169 s in the PSS 
and OTSC group, respectively (P < 0.01). Complete inverted closure was observed in OTSC alone.

Conclusion The OTSC, which allows complete inverted closure, showed greater closure strength than PSS. Consider-
ing the size limitation suitable for single OTSC, a therapeutic strategy for closing the larger size is further warranted.
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Introduction
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) are the most 
common mesenchymal tumors of the gastrointestinal 
tract [1], with a reported incidence of 10 to 15 per mil-
lion people per year [2]. The stomach is the most com-
mon site of GISTs, accounting for 55.6% of cases [2]. 
The 5-year survival rate in patients with GISTs is 83%, 
and this rate increases to 93% when GISTs are organ-
confined [3]. Therefore, it is important to treat GISTs 
when they are organ-confined.

Surgical intervention is the first therapeutic option 
for resectable GISTs, and partial gastrectomy or gas-
tric wedge resection is the standard of care [4]. Lapa-
roscopic and endoscopic cooperative surgery emerged 
in 2008 [5] as a minimally invasive treatment for GISTs. 
Because of its high reported efficacy and safety [6], this 
procedure has been widely performed in Japan and 
around the world.

In 2001, endoscopic full-thickness resection (EFTR) 
was developed to achieve complete resection of gastro-
intestinal neuroendocrine tumors and defect closure 
using only a flexible endoscope [7]. EFTR without lapa-
roscopic assistance has several advantages over conven-
tional approaches. No scar occurs on the skin surface, 
leading to a reduction in patient complaints. Further-
more, EFTR had shorter operative time and less blood 
loss [8, 9]. Additionally, the nerves around the stomach 
are preserved, preventing postoperative gastric motility 
disorder [9, 10]. Thus, EFTR is considered a more mini-
mally invasive procedure. Although EFTR has already 
been clinically introduced in some countries [11, 12], 
several issues remain unresolved [13]. The most impor-
tant of these issues is reliable endoscopic closure of the 
full-thickness defect after EFTR. Major endoscopic 
closure methods include the use of hemoclips [14], 
the purse-string suture method (PSS) [15], and the 
over-the-scope clip (OTSC) [16, 17], but sufficient evi-
dence regarding these closure methods during EFTR is 
lacking. A previous study showed that the mean leak 
pressures at the endoscopic gastric closure sites were 
32.5 mmHg for 5-mm defects, 111.9 mmHg for 10-mm 
defects, 74.9 mmHg for 15-mm defects, 49.3 mmHg for 
20-mm defects, and 15.2  mmHg for 25-mm defects, 
indicating that the closure pressure decreased as the 
defect size increased [18]. Accordingly, the closure 
strength of each method must be compared to estab-
lish the most appropriate closure technique. However, 
few reports have examined and compared the closure 
strength of these closure methods [18, 19].

This study was performed to examine the closure 
strengths of PSS and OTSC in an ex vivo porcine model 
and explore a closure method suitable for EFTR.

Methods
This ex vivo study involved 18 porcine stomachs isolated 
from pigs used for food. Fresh ex  vivo stomachs were 
harvested from mixed-breed pigs weighing 100 to 120 kg 
at 6 months of age (Tokyo Shibaura Zouki, Tokyo, Japan). 
These pigs were raised on farms in Japan and euthanized 
for food while unconscious from  CO2. The porcine stom-
achs were frozen and thawed immediately before use. 
We then washed the insides of the stomachs with tap 
water. A flexible endoscope and endoscopic instruments 
were prepared for performance of each endoscopic clo-
sure method. The ex vivo study consisted of traction and 
air leak pressure tests to evaluate the closure strength of 
each closure method for EFTR. To minimize selection 
bias between operators, endoscopic clip closure was per-
formed by N.N. only. Surgical closure was performed by 
A.K. and T.K. Finally, all obtained data were compared 
among the closure methods.

Traction test
Study protocol
Six porcine stomachs were prepared, and for each por-
cine stomach, three specimens of 8-cm length and 5-cm 
width were excised from the greater curvature of the 
body of the stomach, resulting in a total of 18 speci-
mens. The full-thickness layers were disconnected at the 
center of the 8-cm-long side of the specimen, and the 
dehiscence line was closed by each closure method. Each 
stomach was closed using the same method for each of 
the three specimens (Fig.  1). All closure methods using 
endoscopic instruments were performed using a flexible 
endoscope. The closure methods were categorized into 
the six methods described below and shown in Fig. 2.

Endoscopic procedures
Group A: Hemoclip closure (n = 3) Hemoclips (HX-
610–090; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) were used to close the 
dehiscence line at 7-mm intervals.

Group B: PSS (mucosal closure) (n = 3) A detachable 
endoloop (MAJ-254; Olympus) was placed to cover both 
sides of the dehiscence line. After fixing it to the mucosal 
surface with eight hemoclips at 7-mm intervals, the dehis-
cence line was closed while tightening the endoloop.

Group C: PSS (seromuscular closure) (n = 3) After 
anchoring the endoloop on both the serosa and muscle 
using hemoclips, the above-described PSS method was 
applied.

Group D: OTSC closure (mucosal closure) (n = 3) A 
12-mm OTSC (12-gc type; Ovesco Endoscopy AG, Tübin-
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Fig. 1 Procedure for creating full-thickness specimens of porcine stomach. a The porcine stomach was openly incised on the lesser curvature side 
(black lines). b Three specimens of 8-cm length and 5-cm width were excised from the greater curvature of the body of the stomach (surrounding 
black). c The full-thickness layers were disconnected at the center of the 8-cm-long side of the specimen, shown as dehiscence lines (black lines). d 
The dehiscence line was closed by each closure method. The left figure indicates the mucosal side, and the right figure indicates the serosal side

Fig. 2 Six closure methods. Left specimens: mucosal side, Right specimens: serosal side in each group. Group A hemoclip closure, Group B 
purse-string suture (PSS) (mucosal closure), Group C PSS (seromuscular closure), Group D over-the-scope clip (OTSC) closure (mucosal closure), 
Group E OTSC closure (seromuscular closure), Group F surgical hand suture. Upper section: absence of complete inverted closure in Groups A, B, 
and D. Lower section: presence of complete inverted closure in Groups C, E, and F 
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gen, Germany) [17] was mounted on the tip of the endo-
scope (GIF-260QJ; Olympus). After only the mucosa of 
both edges on the dehiscence line was grasped with Twin 
Grasper forceps (TG forceps) (Ovesco Endoscopy AG), an 
OTSC was fired while pulling the TG forceps into the cap. 
Two OTSCs were used to close the 5-cm dehiscence line.

Group E: OTSC closure (seromuscular closure) 
(n = 3) After the serosa as well as the muscle layers of 
both edges on the dehiscence line were grasped with the 
TG forceps, the above-described OTSC closure technique 
was used.

Group F: Surgical hand suture (n = 3) Using a 3–0 surgi-
cal nylon thread, the surgeon sutured the 5-cm dehiscence 
line from the serosal side with Albert-Lembert sutures 
at 7-mm intervals as shown in the appearance of thread 
knots on the serosal side (Fig. 2).

Mechanical measurement
A traction machine (Autograph; Shimadzu Corporation, 
Kyoto, Japan) was used to measure the traction strength. 
Both sides of each closed specimen were fixed on the 
lower and upper arms. The upper arm automatically 
pulled the specimen toward the upper direction at the 

speed of 1 mm/s (Fig. 3). The traction strength was meas-
ured in Newtons (N) based on the computer-generated 
waveform.

Outcome measures
The primary endpoint was comparison of the tension 
when the dehiscence began, which correlated with the 
top of the first waveform. The secondary endpoint was 
the presence or absence of complete inverted closure 
on the serosal surface. Complete inverted closure was 
defined as inversion of the whole closure line. The pres-
ence of complete inverted closure was evaluated by three 
specialized endoscopists.

Air leak test
Study protocol
A 15-mm × 15-mm full-thickness defect was created 
with a surgical scalpel from the serosal side in the ante-
rior wall of the gastric upper body. A 15-mm × 15-mm 
circular paper was used to unify the size of all defects. 
The duodenum was occluded with surgical nylon to pre-
vent other air leaks. An endoscope was inserted into the 
stomach via the hole on the esophageal side, and clo-
sure was then performed. Twelve porcine stomachs were 
randomly assigned to two groups for defect closure: the 

Fig. 3 Measurements of traction strength. a Traction machine (Autograph; Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan). b Both sides of each closed 
specimen were fixed on the lower and upper arms. The upper arm automatically pulled the specimen toward the upper direction at the speed of 
1 mm/s. c Computer-generated waveform. Traction strength was measured in Newtons (N) when the dehiscence began, which correlated with the 
top of the first waveform
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PSS group (n = 6) or OTSC group (n = 6). The defect was 
endoscopically closed by PSS or OTSC without hand 
assistance to create ex-vivo setting close to clinical prac-
tice. Regarding the accuracy of closure, we believed that 
15-mm full-thickness defect could be completely closed 
based on the previous report [20]. When small perfora-
tion after closure was confirmed under the overview of 
the serosal side, the case was discarded. Finally, all proce-
dures were completed without excluded cases.

Endoscopic procedures
In the PSS group (n = 6), an endoloop was placed on the 
defect. After fixing it onto the full-thickness layer with six 
hemoclips at 5-mm intervals, the defect was closed while 
tightening the endoloop. In the OTSC group (n = 6), the 
full-thickness layers of both edges of the defect were 
grasped with the TG forceps, and the above-described 
OTSC closure technique was then performed using a sin-
gle OTSC.

Mechanical measurement
After completion of the defect closure, two tubes of a 
blood pressure instrument were inserted into the stom-
ach via the hole on the esophageal side of the endoscopic 
access route One of the tubes was connected to a pump 
that could be pressurized to inflate the porcine stomach, 
and the other tube was connected to a pressure gauge 
calibrated in millimeters of mercury (mmHg) to meas-
ure the pressure in the stomach. The sealed stomach was 
inserted into a container filled with water using mul-
tiple surgical forceps. The stomach was slowly inflated 
using the air pump. Finally, the pressure gauge reading 
was recorded as the leak pressure when air bubbles were 
observed at the closure site (Fig. 4).

Outcome measures
The primary endpoint was comparison of the mean leak 
pressure (mmHg) between PSS and OTSC. The second-
ary endpoints were the procedure time and presence of 
complete inverted closure. The procedure time was the 
duration between the start and completion of each clo-
sure method. The criterion for the start was deployment 
of the endoloop around the defect in the PSS group or 
the grasping of one side of the defect with the TG forceps 
in the OTSC group. In both groups, completion of a clo-
sure method was defined as the confirmation of complete 
closure.

Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad 
Prism 7.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). 
Comparisons between each group were performed by 

one-way analysis of variance and the Mann–Whitney U 
test. A P-value of < 0.05 was considered significant. This 
study did not require IRB approval.

Results
Traction test
The mean ± standard deviation (SD) traction ten-
sion measured for three samples in each group was 
2.16 ± 0.11 N, 3.68 ± 0.70 N, 5.15 ± 0.61 N, 18.30 ± 2.16 
N, 19.30 ± 0.34 N, and 62.40 ± 7.26 N for Groups A, B, C, 
D, E, and F, respectively (Fig. 5).

There were no significant differences among Groups 
A, B, and C. Compared with these three groups, Groups 
D, E, and F had significantly stronger traction tension. 
In addition, there was no significant difference between 
Groups D and E. However, the traction tension was sig-
nificantly stronger in Group F than in Groups D and E 
(Fig.  5). Complete inverted closure was observed in 
Groups C, E, and F (Fig. 2).

Air leak test
The mean ± SD air leak pressure by the closure 
method was 13.7 ± 3.35  mmHg in the PSS group and 
24.8 ± 3.13  mmHg in the OTSC group (Fig.  6a). In the 
statistical analysis, the OTSC group showed a signifi-
cantly higher leak pressure than the PSS group (P < 0.01). 
The mean ± SD procedure time was significantly shorter 
in the OTSC group than in the PSS group (168.5 ± 25.1 
vs. 540.8 ± 101  s, respectively) (Fig.  6b). Complete 

Fig. 4 Air leak test. The sealed stomach was inserted into a container 
filled with water using multiple surgical forceps. The stomach was 
slowly inflated using the air pump. Finally, the pressure gauge reading 
was recorded as the leak pressure when air bubbles appeared at the 
closure site
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inverted closure was observed only in the OTSC group; 
the PSS group showed absence of complete inverted 
closure [50% (3/6)] as well as partial closure [50% (3/6)] 
(Fig. 7).

Discussion
This is the first study to compare the closure strength of 
endoscopic closure methods for gastric full-thickness 
defects using traction force and air leak pressure testing. 

In this basic study, we found that an OTSC suitable for 
inverted closure produced a higher closure strength than 
PSS. The surgical suture was also significantly stronger 
than the other closure methods.

EFTR is still challenging, and several issues regarding 
its establishment have been raised. Among these issues, 
the most important is the development of a reliable endo-
scopic closure method for full-thickness defects. Inad-
equate closure can cause dehiscence of the closure line, 

Fig. 5 Outcome results of traction test. The mean ± standard deviation traction tension measured for the three samples in each group was 
2.16 ± 0.11 N, 3.68 ± 0.70 N, 5.15 ± 0.61 N, 18.30 ± 2.16 N, 19.30 ± 0.34 N, and 62.40 ± 7.26 N for Groups A–F, respectively. There were no significant 
differences among Groups A, B, and C. Compared with these three groups, Groups D, E, and F had significantly stronger traction tension. In 
addition, there was no significant difference between Groups D and E. However, the traction tension was significantly stronger in Group F than in 
Groups D and E 

Fig. 6 Outcome results of air leak test. a The mean ± standard deviation air leak pressure was 13.7 ± 3.35 mmHg in the PSS group and 
24.8 ± 3.13 mmHg in the OTSC group (P < 0.01). b The mean ± standard deviation procedure time was significantly shorter in the OTSC group than 
in the PSS group (168.5 ± 25.1 vs. 540.8 ± 101 s, respectively) (P < 0.01)
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leading to serious complications such as peritonitis and 
sepsis. Therefore, the closure strength of current closure 
methods should be fundamentally acknowledged. In our 
comparative study, we selected conventional hemoclip 
closure, PSS [21], and OTSC [21], all of which have been 
reported as the main endoscopic closure methods after 
EFTR. We then performed two tests, namely mechanical 
traction and air leak pressure tests, that have been tradi-
tionally evaluated in the surgical field.

The traction test showed no significant difference in 
traction strength between hemoclip closure and PSS; 
however, the traction strength of OTSC was significantly 
stronger than that of hemoclip closure and PSS. The trac-
tion strength of surgical suture was also significantly 
stronger than the other closure methods. A recent review 
of EFTR showed that the rate of convert to surgery was 
1.1% in hemoclips, 0.4% in PSS, and 0% in OTSC, respec-
tively [22]. Although hemoclips closure was tradition-
ally introduced, current reports mostly involved PSS and 
OTSC. Moreover, the hemoclips alone shows clinically 
technical difficulty for the defect approximation because 
of luminal collapse caused by the perforation. We there-
fore selected PSS and OTSC expect for hemoclips closure 
in the air leak test. The air leak test showed that the intra-
gastric pressure required to cause an air leak was signifi-
cantly higher in OTSC than in PSS, indicating that OTSC 
has greater closure strength. The procedure time was 
shorter in OTSC than in PSS. Whereas anchoring several 
hemoclips around the endoloop requires a longer time in 

PSS, TG forceps-assisted OTSC enables closure of a large 
defect in a single step.

These two tests concluded that the closure strength 
was greater in the OTSC group than in the PSS group. 
Meanwhile, both the traction strength and air leak pres-
sure were lower in the OTSC group than in the surgi-
cal suture group. In clinical practice, the degree of leak 
pressure needed for durable closure after EFTR should 
be discussed. The intragastric pressure during physi-
ological fasting is considered to be 6.6 mmHg [23], and 
the pressure does not increase even with food intake 
[24]. The mean leak pressures in this study, which were 
13.7  mmHg in the PSS group and 24.8  mmHg in the 
OTSC group, were higher than the previously reported 
pressure of 6.6  mmHg. Therefore, both PSS and OTSC 
may be acceptable means of closing the closure line 
after EFTR under usual conditions. However, because 
the intragastric pressure increases with obesity [25] and 
markedly increases during coughing and vomiting [26], a 
stronger closure is preferable in these situations.

Whether mucosal closure or seromuscular closure is 
suitable for full-thickness closure remains unclear. The 
PSS technique [27] principally anchors the circumferen-
tial mucosa around the defect, whereas clip anchoring of 
the seromuscular layer of both defect edges is expected 
to be better for inverted closure. In OTSC, the areas 
grasped by the TG forceps were also divided into mucosa 
or serosa-muscle. We therefore conducted two patterns 
of mucosal closure or seromuscular closure. In this com-
parison in the PSS group, although not significant, the 

Fig. 7 Presence of complete inverted closure in air leak test. Complete inverted closure was observed only in the OTSC group; the PSS group 
exhibited absence of inverted closure [50% (3/6)] and partial closure [50% (3/6)]
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traction strength tended to be slightly stronger in sero-
muscular closure than in mucosal closure. In the trac-
tion test, complete inverted closure of the serosa-muscle 
layer was observed only in seromuscular closure in both 
the PSS and OTSC groups. In the air leak test, complete 
inverted closure was observed only in the OTSC group. 
The principle of surgical suturing is traditionally based 
on inverted suturing of the serosa-muscle layer, such as 
the Albert-Lembert suture technique [28, 29]. However, 
even if endoscopic closure using hemoclips (as in PSS) 
appears endoluminally to be complete defect closure, the 
state of the serosal side is not well known. The present 
study clarified that mucosal closure does not satisfy the 
criterion for inverted closure being suitable for surgical 
suture. Thus, anchoring hemoclips on the serosa-mus-
cle or full-thickness layer seems mandatory in PSS, and 
grasping these layers with TG forceps is also favorable in 
OTSC.

A 15-mm defect size may sound small considering the 
EFTR. However, we considered the two following rea-
sons: Currently, EFTR applies endoscopic submucosal 
dissection technique to minimize the perforation size 
because the reliable closure technique for large defect is 
still under investigation. This procedure comprises sub-
mucosal dissection and tumor resection under direct 
vision. Thus, the defect size is expected to be small 
size up to 15-mm [22]. Furthermore, a previous report 
revealed that a diameter up to 15-mm could be com-
pletely closed with a single OTSC [20]. If the defect size 
is more than 15-mm, two OTSC are needed for closure, 
having a concern of leak in the gap between deployed 
OTSCs. Consequently, 15-mm defect size was set up 
according to clinical manner.

A previous ex  vivo porcine study showed that gas-
tric OTSC closure of 15-mm full-thickness defects 
sustained a higher mean (± SD) air leak pressure 
(74.9 ± 17.5 mmHg) than surgical stapling (64.6 mmHg) 
[18]. Moreover, gastric OTSC closure of mean 16.29 -mm 
full-thickness defects sustained a similar air leak pressure 
(72.5  mmHg) in the porcine stomach in natural orifice 
transluminal endoscopic surgery (NOTES) [19]. These 
leak pressures were higher than that obtained in the pre-
sent study (24.8 mmHg). The difference may be explained 
by technical aspects, such as pulling the defect into the 
OTSC cap using TG forceps, as well as the difference in 
the gastric wall thickness of the porcine models.

A recent meta-analysis revealed that the clinical com-
plication rate of EFTR was 1.6%, including a 0.1% rate 
of delayed suture dehiscence and a 0.9% rate of intra-
abdominal infection [11]. Three studies demonstrated 
that intra-abdominal infection occurred in either hemo-
clip closures or PSS, whereas none occurred in OTSC use 
[11].

This study has five limitations. First, the experiment 
was conducted using a porcine stomach. The thickness 
of the mucosa and muscular layer and the expansion 
and contraction of the gastric wall differ from those of a 
human stomach. Nevertheless, different endoscopic clo-
sure methods were compared under the same conditions 
to examine the closure strength. Second, the durabil-
ity and wound healing after suturing were not consid-
ered because of the nature of the ex  vivo experiments. 
The healing process may differ depending on the closure 
method used. In  vivo studies are ongoing to investigate 
this issue. Third, the defect size in the leak test was not 
substantially large (15-mm). EFTR is indicated for gastric 
GISTs of ≤ 3 cm; thus, we plan to perform measurement 
of leak pressure in 3-cm defects. The traction test alone 
does not investigate leaks. Especially, the gaps between 
two OTSCs, have a high potential risk of leak. The test-
ing of a new closure means suitable for clinical practice 
should be further examined. Fourth, a newly-developed 
suturing system, OverStitch (Apollo Endosurgery, Aus-
tin, TX, United States), was not studied because the evi-
dence in regard to human post-EFTR defect closure was 
still limited, consisting of a few case series [30] and case 
reports only. Thus, the popular closure methods includ-
ing PSS and OTSC were applied in the present study. 
Fifth, since this study focused on the closure strength 
on each endoscopic procedure, the variables involv-
ing the procedure time of closure, and the completion 
of inverted closure should be evaluated in the setting of 
in vivo animal experiences.

Conclusion
This ex vivo experimental study demonstrated that OTSC 
closure, which facilitates complete inverted closure, has 
greater strength than PSS in full-thickness layer suturing. 
Considering the size limitation suitable for single OTSC, 
a therapeutic strategy for closing the larger size is fur-
ther warranted. A clinical study is required to determine 
whether the basic data obtained in this study are associ-
ated with post-EFTR leakage.
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